25
 6.	Another lower terrace ofpradakshanapatha	4.6   m.
 7.	The stair case attached to the ayaka platform
at the east has 14 steps plastered with lime	3.5 m.
 8.	But no detail of plaster is found either on the drum or on the dome wall surfaces.
 9.	The surface of the hub of the 1st phase has evidences of lime plaster.

 10.	Lime stone panels tallying in height are found in the vicinity but not in situ.
 11.	Antiquities of the Ikshvaku and the Vishnukundin periods such as coins, semi-precious and
terracotta beads and bangles are found as in the previous seasons.
At Byragulagutta while recording the vertical sequence in the control trenches , few long trenches
were sunk to a depth of 0.60 cm. The diggings exposed the remains of two structures, one?the founda-
tion portion of a large east-west oriented structure, measuring 50' X 25'. The floor of the structure is of lime
stone slabs fixed in lime plaster over a levelled brick bottom, bound by brick-wall plastered with lime.
Perhaps its entrance was to the north. The southern-side wall is connected with a drainage channe1'
of brick and tiles of different sizes for maintaining the level. It is provided with a soak pit towards the
north-eastein corner. Coins of the Ikshvaku and Vishnukundin periods, stylus, a large number of bowls
pots, plate fragments and beads are found hsre. Towards the western-side of the trench, a portion of
rectangular structure oriented north-south with two long lime stone steps is found.
The layer sequence in the control trench is as given below
Layer    1     is loose brown earth of 9 cm. thickness.
Layer    2     is compact brownish earth of 18 cm. thickness.
Layer    3     is compact greyish earth of 20 cm. thickness.
Layer   4     is black-cotton soil   of 28 cm. thickness
The top two layers are datable to Ikshvaku and Vishnukundin periods.
The details of the bottom 2 layers are not clear.
3.    Minor Excavation at Kondayyavalasa in Visakhapatnam  District
Kondayyavalasa is a village in the Pedagantyada Mandalam of Visakhapatnam District. The
village is acquired by the Steel Plant Project and the Steel Plant township buildings are under progress.
While laying the drainage canals in January, 1987, they unearthed five stone sculptures which were late?
shifted to the office of the Registering Officer, Visakhapatnam.
The find spot is at a distance of 32 kms. from Visakhapatnam and can be reached by city-
bus. It is a beautiful site with green vegetation and hillocks and a big reservoir to the west, now conver-
ted into Kanithi Balancing reservoir which receives water from the Yeleru canal and supplies the needs
of Steel Plant.
Exploration at the site yeilded biick-bats and thin and thick redware pot-sherds. The find spot
was originally called Veerulapadu. The agriculturists used to worship the sculptures for good resu It
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